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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to design an Azure policy that will implement the
following functionality:
* For new resources, assign tags and values that match the tags
and values of the resource group to which the resources are
deployed.
* For existing resources, identify whether the tags and values
match the tags and values of the resource group that contains
the resources.
* For any non-compliant resources, trigger auto-generated
remediation tasks to create missing tags and values.
The solution must use the principle of least privilege.
What should you include in the design? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to develop and test several versions of your
application in CA AppLogic. To maintain a version history of
your application, which strategies are recommended? (Choose
three)
A. Configure versioning on the grid controller.
B. Copy your application, making a snapshot of its current
state, and incorporate the version in the named copy.
C. Integrate CA AppLogic with CA Cloud Orchestrate.
D. Migrate the application to another grid and incorporate the
version in its name.
E. Export the copy to a named archive that can incorporate a
version.
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

A
D
B
C

NEW QUESTION: 4
An enterprise operates in a country where contract information
is required for employees.
What type of employment model can the enterprise use?
A. single assignment with contracts
B. single assignment
C. multiple assignments
D. contract assignment
E. multiple assignments with contracts
Answer: A
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